Integrating Silver Jackets into the JFO and EOC
Regional ILTF Membership established under the Leadership of BG Michael Walsh, MVD Commander

Monthly ILTF Meetings Conducted

ILTF Presented NSA Project and other FRM alternatives by ILWG Proponent Agency

Guidance and approval provided ILWG for NSA initiatives and other actions to appropriate JFO - ILTF/FLWG for Impacted states.

Monthly Reports Submitted on NSA status and other Floodplain Management Initiatives

Public Outreach

- Focus Study Groups
- Public Involvement Events/Tools

Federal/State Partners may present Short Term/Long Term strategies for Flood Risk Management

AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES*
- USACE (MVD, NWD, LRD)
- FEMA
- EPA
- DOI (USFWS)
- DOC (EDA, NMFS)
- HUD
- DOT
- DOA (NRCS)
- SBA
- State Representatives
- UMBRA

* Agency authorities pushed down to JFO/ILWG level.
Interagency Levee Work Group (ILWG)

REVIEW PROCESS

USACE PL 84-99 Request

FEMA PA Request

NRCS Request

Other Applicants

Applications for assistance received at JFO and Agency offices

Copies of all applications sent to FLWG at JFO for determination of assistance program

Private Levee

Other Levees

Irrigation Levee

Flood Control

EDA, SBA, etc., Grant Funds

Not Eligible

NRCS

FEMA

FEMA

Other Levee see NRCS or FEMA*

Active USACE Levee

To District for Execution

* Applicants receiving emergency repair reimbursement from FEMA must join the Corps levee rehab program or meet eligibility Requirements for the NRCS/EWP program.